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considered. Note, that the number of no
same as in 1-2-4-8 tree. 

Figure 5. Process of unbalanced tree structur

3.2. Functions Qi and Fi

As it was said earlier, the aim of 
investigate performance of the optim
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local minimum) however there ar
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Notice, that the control parameter pi has 
on the position of global minimum of fun
children node s of i-th node, hence
consecutive stages is not completely i
complexity of the process can be
increasing number of dimensions m. W
search space is also large, which ma
minimum by probabilistic algorithms
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4 Comparison of performanc

Performance of the following five 
compared: 

i. Global optimization (GLO -
parameters of all stages set simu

ii. BFS without credits (BFS), 

iii. DFS without credits (DFS), 

iv. BFS with credits (BFS-CRE), 

v. DFS with credits (DFS-CRE). 

Let the number of evaluations of qualit
each stage be limited to N. In method
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“consumed”) evaluations can incre
consecutive nodes. In global approach
limit of N⋅s evaluations for the who
particle), where s is the number of stage
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also introduced:
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where s is a number of stages, 
is a limit for the ‘time’ of th
the algorithm calculates the va
Q1,…,Qs, the index Lg become
to calculate value of F in
evaluations. It means that one
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decided that the whole optimiz
next optimization can be restar
runs than t can be performed.
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hence the average number of 
be smaller. Since in every st
necessary to preform evaluati
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% � & '

having in mind that in fact
evaluations (one for each part
credits in terms of limit Lg. 

5 Results 

In all numerical experiments o
algorithm with p=40 particles
different values of dimension
performed (m=1,5,7,10). High
with smaller chance of finding

5.1. Process of balanced t

Every of the methods (i)-(v) w
8 (Figure 4) within the tota
functions Fi provided by (1
L=1500000 (for N=1000 and
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within the limit L, however, th
if the method is terminated 
failure). The number of full 
method for different value of 
and the number of attempt
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Figure 7.  
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the tree). Then the limit in 
ation attempts. However, if 
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zation leads to a failure) the 
rted faster. Thank that more 
 It is clear that the number 

zation run will be higher in 
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optimal solution using PSO 
s is searched for. Tests for 
n parameter m in (8) were 
her value of m is correlated 
g minimum by PSO. 

tree structure

was tested on the tree 1-2-4-
al limit of evaluations on 
11) which in our case is 
d t=100). As it was said 
executed at least 100 times 
his number can be changed 
faster (due to success or

optimization runs of every 
m is presented in Figure 6 

ts which were successful 
inimum) are presented on 
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Figure 6. Average number of full optimization runs within limit 
L (tree 1-2-4-8).  

Figure 7. Average number of full optimization runs finished 
with success within limit L (tree 1-2-4-8). 

Figure 8 presents relative number of successes of given 
method expressed by the ratio: 

*� � +,, ' �-.�/0)012�34(
()5�)(6 789. (12) 

In other words, Figure 8 shows relative percentage of 
chance that single instance of the method will finish with 
success. 

Figure 8. Relative success rate of every method (tree 1-2-4-8). 

To decrease influence of randomness in our numerical 
experiment, every complete cycle of computations 
(sequence of optimizations within limit set L) was 
repeated 100-times for each method. Therefore, Figures 
6-8 present average values calculated from 100 
repetitions of every method. 

5.2. Process of unbalanced tree structure

The same tests as in Section 4.1 were repeated for the 
process of the unbalanced tree structure 1-2-4-4-4 (Figure 
5). Results of our numerical experiment are presented on 
Figures 9,10 and 11. Data presented in these figures 

follows exactly the same methodology as in section 4.1 in 
particular value of L, tested values of m, etc. 

Figure 9. Average number of full optimization runs within limit 
L (tree 1-2-4-4-4).  

Figure 10. Average number of full optimization runs finished 
with success within limit L (tree 1-2-4-4-4). 

The main difference now is that right side of the tree is 
much deeper, so in particular weights wi defining division 
of credits between children nodes in BFS are now 
different. On the other hand, there is no visible change of 
the problem for GLO because the number of control 
parameters is the same (the same number of stages s as in 
tree 1-2-4-8). As before, each complete cycle of L

evaluations was repeated 100 times. 

Figure 11. Relative success rate of every method (tree 1-2-4-4-
4). 

6 Conclusions 

Five different optimization strategies of multi-stage 
industrial processes with two different tree structures 
were examined. According to the performed test, the 
following conclusions can be withdrawn.  
• As it was mentioned earlier, GLO strategy does not 

take advantage of the knowledge about the structure of 
the process (relations between nodes/stages), therefore 
it should behave similarly on balanced or unbalanced 
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tree structure, assuming that the number of stages and 
their dimensions are the same. It is confirmed by 
computational results presented in Figures 6-11. 
Average number of executed full optimization runs 
and the successful optimizations (and as a 
consequence, the success rate) were nearly the same in 
both cases. Comparison of the number of 
optimizations runs in sequential methods (ii)-(v) 
shows a huge difference between them and GLO. It is 
clear that these methods can terminate much faster, 
because in optimistic scenario they can decide that 
whole optimization is going to be a failure during first 
N evaluations for the first stage. If they do not succeed, 
they terminate the process, saving N⋅(s-1) evaluations. 
In the case of GLO it is necessary to wait until the real 
end to realize the failure, hence in such a case the 
whole N⋅s credits are spent. This situation is clearly 
visible in Figures 6 and 9, where number of started 
optimizations is close to minimum of t attempts (GLO 
can earn additional attempts only by finding optimal 
solution before spending the limit of N⋅s credits; then 
some credits within L are ``saved’’). Notice, that all 
the other (sequential) strategies are executed much 
more times than t. 

• Comparison of strategies (ii), (iii) and (iv), (v). It was 
intuitively expected that (ii) and (iii) will be executed 
more often on average than their counterparts with 
credits, because they are able to continue computations 
longer. This statement is not supported by results of 
the experiment presented in Figure 6 and 9. On the 
other hand, success rate of DFS-CRE and BFS-CRE 
was much higher than for DFS and BFS. This suggests 
that while transferring ``credits’’ between stages does 
not change expected execution time of the 
optimization much, it can highly decrease chances of 
failure. If the DFS and BFS (with of without 
``credits’’) are compared, then it can be seen that 
visiting stages in optimization following order 
provided by BFS behaves slightly better when tree is 
balanced and DFS may be a better option in a case of 
unbalanced tree. The differences are not high however, 
so probably the above claim needs confirmation in a 
more extensive study with various different tree 
structures.  

• Finally it can be seen that when complexity of the 
problem increases (the size of parameters space) GLO 
approach becomes more appropriate. It is most visible 
in the case of m=10 where it was the only strategy that 
was successful. This is situation in a sense similar to 
our previous observations from [10], where the 
influence of aggregation of stages on reliability of 
sequential optimization was considered. 
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